Abstract: Here we demonstrate the generation of transverse spin angular momentum by the weaklyguided mode of semiconductor nanowires. The evanescent field of these modes in combination with the transversality condition accounts for the transverse spin.
Introduction
Spin angular momentum (SAM), is a measure of the circular polarization of EM fields and for propagating waves is either parallel or anti-parallel to the direction of the propagation. It can be written as [1] : (1) One readily observes that for a propagating linearly polarized light, SAM goes to zero and only for EM fields with non-zero ellipticity is nontrivial. For propagating circularly polarized light (CPL), in particular, SAM is non-zero and is either parallel or anti-parallel to the wavevector. For evanescent and non-paraxial EM fields, however, a new type of SAM can emerge. Recently it was shown that unlike paraxial beams that carry strictly longitudinal spin, evanescent waves possess new type of spin which is transverse to the direction of propagation [2] . Consider an evanescent wave propagating in x direction and decaying in z direction (See Fig. 1(c) ). For a surface without free charges and currents , which leads to . This is known as the transversality condition [3] [4] [5] . The evanescence of the wave indicates that the wavevector has an imaginary component is the decaying direction:
, which can be combined with the transversality condition to deduce the existence of an imaginary longitudinal electric field, such that, . This phase-shifted longitudinal component dictates the rotation of the electric field of the evanescent wave in the plane of propagation, which leads to SAM in a direction transverse to the direction of propagation.
Transverse spin of weakly-guided modes
The excited guided HE11 mode has sinusoidal dependences in both radial and azimuthal components. This mode, despite being guided, is weakly confined to the nanowires and has large "spill-over" of the fields to the vicinity of the nanowire, hence the name "weakly-guided". This significant delocalization of the fields is a direct consequence of the small lateral size of the nanowire. This modal behavior is clearly seen in Fig.2 , where the electric field distribution, as well as its vectorial behavior are shown. HE11 mode, which propagates with real kz in positive z direction and is evanescent with ikx in x direction. As expected, the mode has maxima of its electric field intensity in the direction of the polarization of the incident light and has mode localization mainly outside the nanowire with decaying intensity due to its evanescence. The existence of an imaginary kx combined with the transversality condition, , indicates a π/2 phase-shifted electric field component in z direction. This phase shift between Ex and Ez induces a nontrivial ellipticity of weakly-guided mode in xz plane The electric field, evidently, exhibits a distinct rotational behavior and nontrivial ellipticity, which in turn, should generate unusual transverse SAM directed normal to the plane of rotation. Also, the spin density has larger magnitude in yz plane than in xz plane. In order to explain this point, we should note that HE modes, unlike EH modes, are dominantly magnetic and the magnetic intensity maxima occur at the plane normal to xz, i.e. yz plane. This is illustrated in Fig. 2(b) where it is observed that the magnetic field peaks in the perpendicular plane to xz, i.e. yz plane and in Fig. 2(b) where the vectorial magnetic field of the mode, propagating right above the nanowire surface, is shown for yz plane. It is clearly seen that the magnetic field exhibits a strong ellipticity on yz plane. The ellipticity of the magnetic field in the xz plane as well as that of the electric field in the yz plane are trivial (not shown here). The sum of magnetic and electric spin density results in a quasisymmetrical azimuthal distribution of spin with larger magnitude in y direction. Fig. 2(f) , is a bird-eye view of the This is because the radial size of the nanowire is too small to sustain higher modes. (d) This is further confirmed when the scattering cross section is calculated for a group of nanowires with the length of 3 μm but with different radii. It is seen that for radii smaller than about 100 nm, only the fundamental mode is excited. For larger radii, however, higher modes can be excited.
Fig.2. (a)
The electric field distribution is shown on a cylindrical surface, 10 nm above the nanowire surface for λ=600 nm. As expected, the peak of the electric field lies along the polarization axis of the incident light (b) Similar to (a), but in this case for the magnetic field. The peaks occur perpendicular to the polarization plane, i.e. in yz plane. (c) The distribution of the electric field is shown in the xz plane, passing through the center of the nanowire. The most relevant feature of the HE11 mode, which is its significant modal spill-over to the surrounding, is clearly seen in this plot. The mode travels along the nanowire with a large evanescent tail. (d) The spinning electric field at the modal resonance results in SAM transverse to the direction of the mode propagation. (e) When the incident light does not couple to any modes, it travels along the nanowire like a plane wave. (f) A bird's eye view of SAM distribution is shown on a cylindrical surface, 10 nm above the nanowire surface for λ=600 nm. Interestingly the spin density has larger magnitude in y direction than in x direction. The reason is the occurrence of the peaks of magnetic field in yz plane. This is further confirmed when we look at the vectorial magnetic field on yz plane. (g) Vectorial magnetic field on yz plane for λ=600 nm. The spinning magnetic field has the major contribution to the transverse spin on this plane. (h) Full vectorial SAM shown for λ=600 nm. Transverse spin lies along azimuthal direction which is transverse to the k of the mode which is in z direction. It shows azimuthal distribution with an asymmetry caused by larger value in y direction (redder vectors).
vectorial SAM and it clearly confirms the above analysis, with the spin showing an azimuthal distribution with larger magnitude in y direction. The emergence of this transverse spin in the vicinity of the nanowire is of fundamental importance, as it adds a whole new degree of freedom to explore.
